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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Celebrated Comic Artist signs on to bring 2D Creations to Life in New 3D Feature
San Diego, USA ‐ 23 July 2009 ‐ Celebrated Italy‐based, fan‐favorite, professional
Transformers comic artist Guido Guidi today announced at Comic‐Con International his
involvement as Production Designer for the new US$10 million budget, fully 3D, live‐action
sci‐fi epic FUTURE FIGHTERS to be shot in Hong Kong during summer 2010 and released
worldwide the following year, by unveiling teaser posters for the movie based on several of
his new, original mechanical designs. Being described by its producers as "a relationship
charged, actionpacked, mecha feast", this is one movie fans of Guido Guidi's work and comic
book fans in general won't want to miss when it comes to a big screen near them in 2011.
Guido Guidi is a professional comic artist, illustrator and concept artist who can be contacted
through his official website at http://guidoarts.artworkfolio.com. The official movie website
for FUTURE FIGHTERS containing the teaser posters based on Guidi's designs is
http://www.FutureFightersMovie.com, and is being produced by Hong Kong‐based
company Agog Films Productions (http://www.agogfilms.com).
Starting out as a fan‐artist before turning professional, Guido Guidi's impressive and atypical
blend of technical excellence and attention to detail combined with a natural dynamic and
flair for rendering action‐posed robotic characters was first brought to the attention of
FUTURE FIGHTERS producer, Agog Films’ Guy Orlebar, in 2003’s illustration compendium
“Genesis: The Art of Transformers”. Upon being contacted directly by Orlebar earlier this
year and offered the position of Production Designer, Guidi accepted the moment he read
the script, finding it "amazing and engaging". Guidi continues: “Like [producer] Guy, I’m a big
fan of the aesthetics from the good old Japanese anime mecha series of the '80s. FUTURE
FIGHTERS gives us the chance to take those fantastic, sleek retro designs, which we all loved
and grew up with, and really bring them alive… in fantastic 3D liveaction.”
Discovered initially by the‐now‐defunct Dreamwave Productions, Guidi’s artwork regularly
features in the pages of IDW Publishing’s ongoing Transformer‐related comics, as well as
various Marvel Comics titles including “X‐Men” and “Fantastic Four”. His artwork has also
appeared in numerous book illustrations, as well as for boxart for Hasbro Inc. FUTURE
FIGHTERS represents Guidi's first movie project as Production Designer.
***
Founded in 2007, Agog Films Productions is one of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic
film production houses, specializing in quality independent movie‐making with the freshest
global talents, as well as in related comic and video‐game development.
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